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Got my 3.0 yesterday and wow! 
They really have seemed to fix all the the rainbow streak problems.  
Spent a day with the 14 inch and 10 inch and they were flawless. Rubber isn’t chewed up  
by the end of the day either. Well done Moerman for finally listening to your customers  
and mod your own squeegee so we don’t have too. Big thumbs up!  

- Paul Barker (on YouTube)
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The patented Liquidator becomes more and more standard 
equipment for professional window cleaners. This legendary 

channel has been upgraded for better performance:  
meet Moerman’s extraordinary Liquidator 3.0.

It is an angled edge channel, unique in its kind and now more 
accurate than ever before. Developed with window  
cleaners for window cleaners. The end clips of the  

 Liquidator 3.0 are designed for wiping a window much more 
efficiently without having to detail the edges.

The Liquidator 3.0 works great on all kinds of windows:  
thick or thin rubber seals, old or new steel edges,  

all types of frames… ensures smooth and easy performance 
without excessive strain on arms and shoulders – even after 

hours of intensive window cleaning.

1. align NXT-R rubber in the center of channel
2. use enough soap, also on the sleeve
3. put minimum pressure on handle
4. get a feel for the right technique
5. no need to detail the edges of the window

FOR OPTIMAL PERFOMANCE:
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✔ Liquidator NXT-R rubber

✔ Fixed end clips are frame-friendly

✔ Lightweight aluminum channel

✔ Handle alignment dots

✔ Change rubber by sliding out 
     = no need to remove end-clips

✔ Extra notch to avoid sliding 
     in Excelerator 2.0

✔ Fits all handles and F*LIQ sleeve

✔ less curved tip 
= less pressure on rubber 

✔ improved design of end-clip 

✔ firmer grip on the round side 

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE WITH THE LIQUIDATOR 2.0?


